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SYNOPSIS [FROM THE COVER]	
This masterly study challenges naïve assumptions that characterize our twenty-first-century world of 
electronic hyperefficiency. Computers, big data, and artificial intelligence are too often allowed to 
supersede human judgment and indeed undermine our very self-confidence as human beings. Yet no 
electronic machine can match our capacity for the untidy human factors needed to balance the sanitized 
precision and tunnel vision of our digital devices: holistic thinking, serendipity, and intuition. Tenner 
urges us to forgive ourselves for being human." 

 
 
“Efficiency is mostly good but, like all good things, can be carried too far; even an excess of water can be 
lethal.” 
  
“Since 2008, the dream of utopia through ever-increasing electronic efficiency has been dimmed. The 
recession that began that year had many origins, but was due in part to the technical ease with which 
bankers and securities industry professionals were able to manage risk.” 
  
“We need a definition of efficiency. Economists use the term technically in a way that I could not follow 
here without making this a different book. I would define it as producing goods, providing services or 
information, or processing transactions with a minimum of waste.” 
  
“Conservative and libertarian economists questioning mandatory energy efficiency targets cite what is 
called a “rebound effect,” in which the savings from a more efficient technology are offset or even 
completely annulled by increased consumption.” 
  
“Even Silicon Valley culture, which rejects such theoretical limits and tends to regard space exploration as 
the solution to all earthly resource constraints, recognizes the environmental, health, cultural, and ethical 
costs of too much efficiency. For all their smart houses, web-connected appliances, and self-monitoring 
devices, the acolytes of efficiency know how to draw the line.” 
  
“This book offers a different critique of technological efficiency, one that accepts the goal of reducing 
waste in the use of human time and natural resources, but recognizes that a single-minded drive for a 
“friction-free” world, as Bill Gates and his coauthors put it in 1995, can actually reduce efficiency. Instead 
of examining all the social, political, and ethical challenges of information technology, it focuses on its 
long-term self-subversion.” 
  
“COUNTERSERENDIPITY. Most chance events are adverse or neutral. Efficiency makes the world more 
predictable. But if everything is as direct as possible, we are also deprived of the benefits of occasional 



randomization and of productive mistakes. Conventional algorithms reduce negative surprises at the high 
price of threatening positive ones. The two are inseparable.” 
  
“HYPERFOCUS. Efficiency is often expressed as focus, which up to a point is excellent and necessary. But 
evolution has given us and other animals a second kind of sight, peripheral vision, which is less sensitive 
to details but allows us to see large patterns and motion.” 
  
“SELF-AMPLIFYING CASCADES. Intentionally or not, algorithms may fail to select the most optimal 
choice by amplifying initially small effects. Their early decisions can become self-fulfilling prophecies. 
This is a special risk in automated processes, from financial trading to self-driving vehicles, in which 
multiple algorithms, none of which can be flawless,… Some highlights have been hidden or truncated due 
to export limits.” 
  
“SKILL EROSION. Automated systems perform most tasks better than most people, most of the time. 
They are nearly always more efficient and consistent, which is why they have been so popular. And 
rightly so. The partnership of a skilled person and an electronic system in principle delivers better 
performance than either alone. But there can be severe problems when the robotic partner fails. If the 
human—whether physician, airline pilot, or… Some highlights have been hidden or truncated due to 
export limits.” 
  
“PERVERSE FEEDBACK. The interaction of automated systems becomes even more problematic when 
they are called upon not only to execute human goals but to provide incentives. It’s possible to satisfy a 
criterion (like a test score) through means that frustrate the real desired outcome (… Some highlights have 
been hidden or truncated due to export limits.” 
  
“DATA DELUGE. Huge data sets, when used by skilled people with a deep understanding of underlying 
processes, may increase efficiency. But their use can also threaten efficiency itself. The volume of 
automatically acquired data in many fields is increasing more rapidly than the per-terabyte cost of 
storage, increasing expenses. Big data can also suggest false positives and erroneous hypotheses that take 
expensive person-hours to evaluate and rule… Some highlights have been hidden or truncated due to 
export limits.” 
  
“MONOCULTURE. Without careful design, an algorithm can multiply a successful formula to the point 
that a system becomes less responsive to changing circumstances. Social psychologists acknowledge, for 
example, that some of their experiments cannot be replicated, not because of any error in the original 
design, analysis, or data collection but because societies and their values change. Life scientists’ mice are 
genetically standardized, but people… Some highlights have been hidden or truncated due to export 
limits.” 
  
“A point first made by the technology curator James Blackaby— we lose something when we shift from 
tool use (the premodern woodworker’s shaving bench) to tool management (the workbench, a nineteenth-
century innovation). Blackaby showed how the slide rule required engineers to be more directly involved 
in their calculations than did the electronic devices that replaced it decades ago—a point also made more 
recently by the engineer and historian of technology Henry Petroski.” 
  
“Instead, I agree with Norbert Wiener in believing that if properly used, information technology can spare 
us mind-numbing routine and free our time for more creative activity. There was an intimate relationship 
between tool, hand, and mind in the quill pen, and it may have enforced deliberate writing of so many 
literary classics, but I am glad I never needed to sharpen one.” 
  
“Yet like most other business gurus, Harford undervalues luck. Drawing on a study by the Nobel 
Laureate economist Paul Samuelson from the 1980s and on more recent research on rewards for 



investments and management, the finance economist Moshe Levy has argued that most of the superior 
returns attributed to talent can be explained by luck. Narratives of success like Harford’s reflect 
survivorship bias, the use of striking examples without consideration of how many other people sharing 
the same traits, experiences, or strategies were unsuccessful. As on Wall Street, a style performing 
brilliantly in one market environment may be a flop in another. When contemplating Silicon Valley’s big 
winners—Amazon’s CEO Jeff Bezos is featured in Messy—we can retrospectively find brilliant strategies. 
Yet we also find potentially fatal crises.” 
  
“Messy illustrates the principle the sociologist Charles Tilly called the Invisible Elbow, that apparently 
planned accomplishments are actually the products of a cascade of contingencies.” 
  
“It is no surprise to psychologists that the extreme memory for details in which computerized knowledge 
excels can be detrimental to understanding.” 
 
“Every human being has a vast store of tacit knowledge that could never be imparted to an artificial 
intelligence program in a lifetime.” 
  
“Both classical economic liberalism and rival doctrines like Marxism reflected this model; it should not be 
so surprising that even communist governments admired Western mass production.” 
  
“’Silicon Valley’ evokes the mixture of admiration, fear, and scorn once inspired by the grimy industrial 
metropolises of the Northeast and Midwest, but while an approach to Chicago or Detroit or Pittsburgh by 
automobile or train can still be a visually striking experience, nothing on the peninsula south of San 
Francisco is tall enough to inspire awe, stupendous as its wealth has become. The server complexes of its 
companies are scattered as inconspicuously as possible around the globe. Yet the giants of Silicon Valley 
have ideas about social organization as radical in their own way as Lenin’s, and they share with classical 
communism a passionate faith in efficiency.” 
  
“The contrast between continuous process efficiency (which fascinated painters as well as photographers 
and filmmakers in its monumentality and awesome concreteness) and platform efficiency, which is far 
more profitable but concealed and evanescent and that takes a leap of artistic imagination to dramatize.” 
  
“One paradox of the movement for efficiency is that innovations that have promoted efficiency and 
rationality have arisen in spite of discouraging data, driven by intuition and emotion. That does not mean 
that gut feelings alone are a more reliable guide than data-based analysis, but only that data, and tools for 
analyzing it, never can take the place of the imagination in foreseeing future patterns of human behavior. 
Most such intuitions fail.” 
  
“The classical historian Peter Thonemann has underlined that Roman society in particular was based on 
principles of patronage, loyalty, and obligation. There was no theory of wages, interest, or productivity. 
Prestige was often more important than functionality.” 
  
“The two inventions that introduced modern efficiency were the work of other geniuses of the early 
nineteenth century, now known mainly to specialists: the millwright Oliver Evans and the paper 
manufacturer Henry Fourdrinier. If we look at plates of Diderot’s encyclopedia as edited by Charles 
Gillispie, many of the workshops were not so different from those of the ages of Leonardo da Vinci or 
Galileo. Masters, assisted by journeymen and apprentices, made each product, though Smith’s principle of 
the division of labor was beginning to spread. Goods were still fashioned individually or in small 
batches.” 
  
“The first great change was reduction of administrative levels. Few people today have a good word for 
hierarchical organizations. But we have to remind ourselves that in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 



centuries, the punctilious routine of European civil servants was the envy of American reformers bent on 
curbing patronage and corruption.” 
  
“Closely related to administrative flattening was the rise of the doctrine of shareholder value. Thanks in 
part to the growth of private- and public-sector pension funds, managers were under increasing scrutiny 
from institutional investors seeking maximum returns for their customers. This seemed at first to be a 
progressive cause, questioning management insularity and complacency. Ironically, it was New Deal 
liberals who first promoted this idea. Adolf A. Berle, Jr., and Gardiner Means had warned in the early 
1930s of the growing power of a professional managerial class controlling corporate decisions without 
owning much of their companies. It was time for investor-owners to assert themselves. In fact, Peter 
Drucker coined the phrase “pension fund socialism” in the 1970s and devoted a widely reviewed book, 
The Unseen Revolution, to it in 1976.” 
  
“The dissolution of AT&T and the Bell System in 1984 signaled that no company was too large or too 
respected to be challenged by newcomers. One of the pillars of the new efficiency was set in place. The 
Gilded Age fortunes had been made by combining formerly independent oil producers, steel plants, and 
railroads into giant organizations, justified as lowering costs through scale; now efficiency could mean 
dismembering them while they were still apparently fully functional. New, leaner competitors with lower 
overheads (including investments in research as well as bureaucracy) could undercut prices of formerly 
premium services and hardware.” 
  
“Efficiency innovations often eliminate jobs; market-creating innovations introduce new categories of 
products and create jobs.” 
  
“The first problem of platform efficiency, then, is that it promises faster returns than market-creating 
innovation can, in large part because algorithms can be tested and applied to larger systems at a pace 
exceeding those of physico-chemical innovations.” 
  
“Eastman Kodak and other major corporations declined to finance Chester Carlson’s xerography patent 
because they saw the market as limited to the replacement of wet-process document copying. They did 
not realize how many people would want to copy documents if the price could be reduced to ten cents or 
less. Resistance to the new technology was rational; identifying a disruptive technology in its early stages, 
when it is inferior and more expensive than the conventional alternative, takes unusual imagination.” 
  
“This means not only the growth of the financial services sector, but the belief in financial measurements 
as the key to the success of a society. Two modern forces are behind financialization, he argues. One is the 
“efficiency ethos,” the idea that productivity is the ultimate measure of good. The other is risk 
management, the system of protecting financial assets through instruments that limit possible losses at an 
acceptable cost. Efficiency and risk management are united by modern portfolio theory, for which the 
economist Harry Markowitz shared the Economics Nobel Prize in 1990.” 
  
“Geoff Nicholson, creator of the Post-it note and later a 3M public relations “ambassador,” believes that 
the search for predictably profitable innovations at 3M and elsewhere has been a failure. “The Six Sigma 
process killed innovation at 3M,” he told the technology website ZDNet.com. “Initially what would 
happen in 3M with Six Sigma people, they would say they need a five-year business plan for [a new idea]. 
Come on, we don’t know yet because we don’t know how it works, we don’t know how many customers 
[will take it up], we haven’t taken it out to the customer yet.”  
  
“The irony of the efficiency movement is that in its latest and most domesticated form it is not about 
optimization of resources at all, except in conservation of energy by more sophisticated web-connected 
thermostats and in theoretical savings from app-based light switches. And even these are vulnerable.” 
  



“What are needed are products and services that not just do existing things more smoothly but extend our 
capabilities as the Xerox photocopier did. To do this we must recognize that fundamental innovation is 
inefficient and that it takes a kind of intuition and commitment that Six Sigma programs and other 
systems are not able to model.” 
  
“Many of Silicon Valley’s own favorite success stories are not about the rational calculation of risks and 
rewards using historical and market data and algorithms but about intuitive self-confidence. Bill Gates, 
Paul Allen, and Mark Zuckerberg all dropped out of college although data clearly show it generally pays 
to complete an undergraduate degree; each had a correct intuition, not supported by hard data, that he 
had an opportunity that would not wait. When Jeff Bezos, who did finish his engineering degree, was a 
young star of quantitative hedge fund management, he also knew that strictly rationally the odds were 
against his plan for Internet commerce. His reason for leaving a career that promised to be even more 
lucrative was that whatever happened, he did not want to be sorry at eighty that he had not tried to seize 
the opportunity—analysis he has called a “regret minimization framework.” David Shaw, Bezos’s 
employer and a former computer science professor, took a strictly data-based, rational approach and let 
his protégé depart.” 
  
“Continuing a trend that had begun around 1900, the national pupil-teacher ratio continued to decline in 
the early computer years of the 1970s and 1980s; after a slight rise, it was still about 16:1 in 2012, less than 
half what it had been in the days of J. P. Morgan. Most laypeople as well as educators considered the 
lower ratio an improvement rather than a loss of productivity. By contrast, farmers were once almost 40 
percent of the U.S. population and now are 2 percent. Teaching continues to be a relatively inefficient 
process despite efforts among some of the most brilliant thinkers in education, psychology, and 
computing as well as the rise of machine learning and self-driving automobiles.” 
  
“The greatest experiment in educational efficiency is neither font design nor the technology of lecture 
notes. It is the attempt to substitute screens for print.” 
  
“If students don’t learn search naturally, it is a challenge to teach it. The algorithms of search have become 
ever more complex, and must change constantly in response to attempts to manipulate them. And even 
after a carefully defined search, it takes experience to recognize what are likely to be the most promising 
results. Meno’s Paradox strikes again: in order to expand our knowledge efficiently, we need to already 
know what we have been looking for.” 
  
“Skilled search thus starts with recognizing our ignorance and branching out step by step. I call this 
method cognitive bootstrapping, finding resources that will expand the searcher’s range of concepts and 
authors, leading to one level after another.” 
  
“Search is not just a way to get a serviceable answer to an immediate question but a means of discovery (a 
favorite term of today’s librarians). It is a way to explore and find order in the apparently chaotic space of 
online knowledge.” 
  
“It is an encouraging sign that more parents are choosing to raise their children in cities. Observing the 
city, learning about its layout, the zones of its economic activities, its transportation, can be a visual 
education in itself.” 
  
“Teachers at all levels, from elementary school to graduate school, as well as librarians have an 
exceptional opportunity to show a new generation why too much efficiency can be inefficient, and why 
more skilled effort can in the long run be more efficient, just as singers are taught optimal ways to breathe 
even though most normal breathing is unconscious. Even if schools and colleges, faced with so many 
financial and curricular pressures, do not create new programs for search, it is a skill that individuals can 
develop on their own through practice and through use of resources provided by Google and other search 



engine companies. The right kind of search—not always the most efficient in the short run—can improve 
investments, purchases, travel, and health decisions.” 
 


